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In the study of group rings SG of groups G over fields S of characteristic 
zero the trace tr(a) of an idempotent a = CgeG s,g, SUE S, is defined by 
tr(a) = si. 
If G is finite, then by [7, Proposition 1.11 tr(u) is always a rational 
number between 0 and 1. Furthermore, tr(a) satisfies all the main proper- 
ties known for the trace function of matrices. 
Let (E’, R, S) be a splitting p-modular system for the finite group G of 
order I GI = p”q, where (p, q) = 1. Then R is a complete discrete rank one 
valuation ring of characteristic zero with maximal ideal max(R) = nR and 
quotient field quot(R) = S such that its residue class field F= R/nR has 
characteristic p > 0. Furthermore, F and S are splitting fields for G. 
Using the main result of R. Brauer’s article [I] it is easy to see that the 
trace tr(6) of a block idempotent L; of the group ring RG determines the 
defect d of the p-block B = (B = eFG, b = PRG, B, = @SG) of G, where 
e = d + nRG E FG. In fact by Theorem 2.1(b) tr(i) = ~“-~x/y, where x and 
y are integers which are not divisible by p. Since for every idempotent 
QE SG the trace tr(a) = IGI -’ dim.(aSG), this result is in fact equivalent 
to R. Brauer’s theorem [l], which asserts that v(dim,B) = 2a- d, where 
v(n) is the exponent of the highest power p”(“) which divides the integer n. 
It is the purpose of this note to give a new proof of Brauer’s theorem by 
means of J. A. Green’s correspondence theorem and a direct computation 
of the trace tr(6) of a block idempotent 5 in the case of a block ideal 
fi = ERG with a normal defect group (Theorem 2.1). All the main results of 
R. Brauer’s article [ 1 ] are then immediate consequences, see Corollary 2.2. 
Furthermore, it follows that the support of a block idempotent e of FG 
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contains the identity element of G if and only if the block ideal B = eFG has 
highest defect a. 
Concerning terminology and notation we refer to W. Feit [3]. 
Throughout Mat(n, A) denotes the ring of all n x n matrices over the 
ring A. 
1. TRACES OF BLOCKS WITH NORMAL DEFECT GROUPS 
In this section the trace of a block idempotent E of the group ring RG 
is determined in the case where the block ideal B= dRG has a normal 
defect group. 
For the sake of completeness Brauer’s extended first main theorem is 
restated as follows. Its notation is kept throughout. 
THEOREM 1.1 (R. Brauer). Let B = (B = eFG, B = CRC, B, = PSG) be a 
block of the fmite group G with defect group D. Let H= No(D), 
K=DC,(D), andK=K/D. Let B,=(B,=e,FH, l?I=t?IRH, B,,,=ESH) 
be its Brauer correspondent in H. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) There exists a uniquely (up to H-conjugacy) determined block 
b = (b = fFK, 6 = j‘RK, 6, = j‘SK) with defect group D having only one 
simple FK-module M (up to isomorphism) such that: 
(m) T,(M) = (h E H 1 MO h E M as FH-modules} equals T,(b) = 
{heHlf”=f}. 
(PI e, =Cy= l f y/, where {g, E HI 1 < j d u} is a transversal of the 
inertial subgroup T= T,(b) of b in H. 
(b) The index t = 1 T,(b): KI is prime to p. 
(c) M is a simple projective FK-module. 
(d) b’ = (b’ = fFT, 6’ = fFT, bk =fST) is a block of T with defect 
group D. 
(e) B, z Mat( IH: Tl, b’). 
Proof See W. Feit [3; Chap. V, X] and B. Ktilshammer [S]. 
DEFINITION. Let (F, R, S) be a splitting p-modular system for the finite 
group G. The simple projective FK-module M of Theorem 1.1 has D in its 
kernel. Therefore, M is liftable to a simple SK-module A?@, S. Let 8 be 
the irreducible ordinary character of K afforded by &?@, S. Then 8 has D 
in its kernel, and it is called the canonical character of the block B = 
(B = eFG, 8 = &RG, B, = &SC). It is uniquely determined by B up to 
H-conjugacy. 
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The p-adic exponential valuation of the field Q of rational numbers will 
be denoted by v. Thus, if x # 0 is an integer, xP = p”‘“) will be the highest 
power of p which divides x, and xP, = xx; ’ is coprime to p. 
The last part of the next subsidiary result is a restatement of Lemma 8.25 
of Landrock [6]. The proof given here uses the notion of the trace of a 
block idempotent. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G=DC,(D) andB=(B=fFG, B=fRG, B,=fSG) a 
block of G with defect group D and canonical character 8. Zf v( 1 Gj ) = a and 
v( 1 DI ) = d, then the following assertions hold: 
(4 tr(.f)= P”~” ~~(l),~l’/lGI,~ 
(b) dim, B= p 2~-d[e(i),~1*=~de(i)2. 
Prooj In SG let x=(l/lDl)CdEDd. As DaG, x=x2 is a central 
idempotent of SG such that xSG E SC, where G = G/D. Certainly, x7 is a 
central idempotent of SG. As tr(xf) is the coefficient of 1 in xf= Cne G s,g, 
sg E G, [3, p. 179, Lemma 7.21 implies that 
1 1 ^ 
Wcf) =mtr(f). 
(a) Let z: SG + SG be the canonical ring epimorphism with kernel 
ker r = (wD) SG. Then Theorem 1.1(c) implies that xfSG E I SGz 
Mat(B(l), S). Hence tr(xf) = e(1)’ ICI-‘. By Isaacs [4, p. 38, 
Theorem 3.123, e(l)1 /Cl. Therefore, e(l) = p”-de(l),z by Theorem 1.1(c). 
As v( IGI ) = a, it follows that 
tr(f)=IDI tr(x~)=pd-ap20P2d[0(1)p,]2 ICI;’ 
=P “-dC~m,~12/lGI,~. 
Thus (a) holds. 
(b) dim,B=dim,fSG= IGI tr(f)=p2”-d[0(l)p,]2=pd0(l)2 
by (a). 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 1.1. 
Let v(lHI)=a,, v( IKl ) = a, and v( I D1) = d. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(a) tr(e,) = p”*-d( [e(l),,]’ IH: Tl,,)/lKlps 
(b) dim, B, = p ‘“‘-“[e(l),.]’ [lH:T(,J2 (T:KI 
(c) v(dim, B,) = 2a, -d. 
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ProoJ: (a) By Theorem 1.1, P, =C;= lp~, where u= IH: T(, and 
g, = 1, g,, ..., g, is a transversal of T in H. Hence tr(d,) = u tr(f)= 
UP “‘-d[O(l),~]2/~K~p~ by Lemma 1.2. As u= p”2-al lH:TI,. by Theorem 1.1, 
assertion (a) follows immediately. 
(b) Certainly, dim, B, = dim,(E, SH) = IHI tr(c,). Now 
IHI = p”’ IQ,, IT:KI pa*--’ IH: TI, 
by Theorem 1.1. Hence (b) is a consequence of (a). 
(c) is a restatement of (b) because p J IT:KI by Theorem 1.1(b). This 
completes the proof. 
2. PROOF OF BRAUER'S THEOREM 
Using Proposition 1.3 and Green’s correspondence theorem a new proof 
is given here for Brauer’s theorem [ 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite group of order IGI = p”q, (p, q) = 1. Let 
B = (B = eFG, B = ;RG, B, = tSG) a block of G with defect d(B) = d. Then 
the following assertions hold: 
(a) v(dim, B) = 2a-d 
(b) tr(C) = pLI-‘x/y, where x and y are positive integers prime to p. 
Proof: Let D be a defect group of the block B, and let b = (b = o(e) FH, 
6 = ore) RH, b, = are) SH) be its Brauer correspondent in H = N,(D). 
By means of the multiplication v(g,, g2) = g;‘vg,, VE FG, (g,, g,) E 
G x G, the group algebra FG becomes a right F[G x G]-module. For each 
subset X of G let d(X) = {(x, x) I x E X}. 
By Green’s theorem [3, p. 1341 B is an indecomposable right F[G x G]- 
module with vertex W(B) = G x G d(D). Furthermore, the indecomposable 
right F[H x HI-module b is its Green correspondent f(B). Hence by 
Green’s correspondence theorem [3, p. 1173 
bGxG=bQFCHxH, F[GxG]rB@ Y, 
where Y is a right F[G x G]-module which is X-projective for the set 
X={U~d(D)nd(D)‘“~Y’~(x,y)~N,,.(d(D))}. Hence p2u-d+11dim,Y 
by [3, p. 143, Lemma 2.2). 
Let v( (HI ) = a2. Then Proposition 1.3 asserts that v(dim, 6) = 2a, - d. 
Hence 
v(dim, 6’” ’ ) = 2(a - a2) + 2a, - d= 2a - d. 
Therefore, v(dim, B) = 2a - d, which proves (a). 
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(b) Let dim,B=p 2a-dr. Then (p, r) = 1 by (a). Hence 
tr(Z) = 
dim,(gSG) p2”- ‘r 
,G, =x= P”-dxlY, 
where (x, p) = 1 = (y, p). This completes the proof. 
The following corollary combines Theorems 2 and 3 of R. Brauer [ 11. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let jG1 = p”q, (p, q) = 1. Let B be a block ideal of FG 
with defect d(B) = d. Let papduB be the greatest common divisor of the 
degrees cpl( l), cp2( l), . . . . (p,& 1) of the l(B) modular irreducible characters cp, 
of B. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) dim,B = p2a~d~~~s, where us and us are integers which are not 
divisible by p. 
(b) ug Z l(B). 
(c) vB= 1 ifand only if l(B)= 1. 
Proof (a) By [3, p. 150, Theorem 4.51, d is the smallest integer such 
that p”-dlqi(l) for all 1 <i<l(B). 
Let 0;(l) be the degree of the projective cover Pi of the simple 
FG-module Mi belonging to the irreducible modular character (pi of B. Let 
cii be the multiplicity of Mj as a composition factor of Pi. Then Di( 1) = 
c${ cgqj( l), and 
l(B) 
dim,B= 1 @i(l)(pi(l)=pa~Bpu~d~B~B=p2a-du~u~ 
i=l 
for some integer us. As v(dim, B) = 2a - d by Theorem 2.1, assertion (a) 
holds. 
(b) Certainly p ‘a-,; divides Qj(l) q,(l) for all 1 <i<l(B). Hence 
vE 2 l(B) by (a). 
(c) Ifl(B)=l thendim,B=p 2ap 2duic, where c is the unique Cartan 
invariant of B. From (a) follows that c = pdv,. By [6, p. 222, 
Theorem 8.11, c is a power of p. Thus c = pd and ug = 1, because 
(vg, p) = 1. The converse follows from (b). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.1 yields a straightforward proof for the following result 
recently shown by Cliff, Plesken, and Weiss [2]. This observation is due to 
I. M. Isaacs. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Every block B of G with positive defect contains at least 
two irreducible ordinary characters with height zero. 
Proof: Let d be the defect and let x,, x2, . . . . ,Q(~) be the different 
irreducible ordinary characters of B. Let v(lGI) = a. Then by [3, 
p. 150, Theorem 4.51 d is the smallest integer such that ~~-~l~~(l) for all 
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16 i < k(B). In particular, we may assume that xl has height zero, i.e., 
~~(l)=p”~‘r,, where (p, rl)= 1. Let Xi(l)=p”-dri, 1 <i<k(B). 
Suppose x1 is the only irreducible character of B with height ht x1 = 0. 
Then p 1 ri for 2 < i< k(B). By Theorem 2.1 there is an integer r which is 
prime to p such that 
k(B) 
dim,B=p “-%= 1 xi(l)’ 
i=l 
= P aa ~ “Jr: + p ~ 4 + 2$ 
for some integer s. Hence p 1 r, . This contradiction completes the proof. 
Let x=x gcG rg g be an element of the group algebra FG. Then 
sup(x) = { ge G 1 rg # 0} is the support of x. Another immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.1 is the following result due to D. S. Passman who 
proved it by means of the Brauer homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The support sup(e) of a block idempotent e of the group 
algebra FG contains the identity element 1 of G if and only if the block ideal 
B = eFG has defect d(B) = a = v( 1 GI ). 
Proof: Apply Theorem 2.1 (b). 
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